A Bio-inspired Approach for Dynamic Product Bundling in Enterprise Networks
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Abstract: Product bundling is a marketing strategy that concerns offering several products for sale as one combined product. Current bundling technology mainly focuses on the creation of static bundles, which involves pre-computing product bundles and associated discounts. However, due to the inherent dynamism and constant change of current and potential customer information, as is particularly the case in enterprise networks, static product bundles often prove to be inefficient. In this paper, we propose a bio-inspired approach for dynamic generation of personalized product bundles. The approach is based on the Ant Colony Optimization algorithm aiming to optimize the match between the available products and individual customer preferences. The applicability of the proposed approach is discussed through an exemplar application scenario.
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1. Introduction

Bundling is a marketing strategy involving creation and offering of product or service combinations that are expected to be of interest to customers [1]. Through bundling many opportunities can be offered both to potential customers and to businesses, such as improved customer service, reduced logistics, packaging, and transaction costs, and increased sales and market share, all of which contribute to increased profitability [2]. As an example of common bundling applications in daily life are various vacation packages, software services, insurance and telecommunication packages [3]. The problem of product bundling is a challenging task since product bundles are not restricted to contain products originating from one supplier only; instead it is quite common to combine products from different suppliers whose availability and price varies dynamically, as is often the case in enterprise networks [4]. For example, it is common for shippers in logistics networks to collaborate and combine their shipment requests in order to negotiate better rates, while in the food industry businesses often combine products in bundles, such as organic cold meat and wines, in order to increase their sales.

A number of approaches have been proposed in the literature for product bundling, such as [5]-[9]. However, none of the proposed approaches achieves dynamic product bundling while taking into account individual user preferences. Therefore, to address the shortcomings of current approaches, in this paper a bio-inspired approach for dynamic generation of personalized product bundles is proposed, based on the
well-known Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) algorithm [10] and the product bundling approach introduced in [11]. In ACO, artificial ants traverse a graph in search for good solutions depositing pheromone along each trail. Following that analogy, in this paper individual products are considered to form a graph where artificial ants travel in search for product bundles, aiming to optimize the fitness of each bundle with respect to user preferences. The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 provides the necessary problem formulation and in Section 3 the proposed bio-inspired approach for the dynamic generation of personalized product bundles based on the ACO algorithm is described. An exemplar application scenario including a brief discussion is presented as a proof of concept in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 concludes this paper and discusses future research plans.

2. Problem Formulation

Considering a traditional centralised enterprise network architecture where all enterprises store their product data in a central server, let $P$ be a set containing all products available in the enterprise network. In accordance to ISO standards [12] each product $p \in P$ is a member of at least one product category set $C$. A product category set refers to a set of products having a particular common feature. For example, a sofa will commonly belong to a product category set $C_1$ =‘sofas’. In addition, each product carries a set of specifications $SP$, where each specification $sp \in SP$ is an attribute used to describe a product. For example, if a product has white colour then a respective specification could be $sp =$ "colour white".

Each product $p \in P$ is considered to be associated with two distinct product sets, a substitute product set $SUB^p$ and a complementary product set $COMP^p$. A substitute product set contains products that are similar to product $p$, including $p$, and could substitute $p$ in a purchase. A substitute product $p' \in SUB^p$ must belong to at least one product category set $C$ together with $p$, that is $SUB^p = \{p' | p' \in P, \exists C \in C, p \in C, p' \in C\}$ where $C$ is the set of all possible product categories. A complementary product set $COMP^p$ contains products that have been bought together with product $p$ in a certain frequency. That is $COMP^p = \{p'' | p'' \in P, \exists T \in T, p \in T, p'' \in T\}$, where $T$ is a transaction defined as a set of product items that were bought together at a particular time and $T$ is the set of all transactions. For each product $p' \in SUB^p$ a substitution degree $sim(p',p)$ can be calculated, which is defined as a function reflecting the degree to which product $p'$ is similar to and can substitute product $p$, that is $sim(p',p): P \times P \to [0,1]$. The substitution degree can be calculated using a similarity measure on the set of specifications $SP^p$ and $SP$ of $p'$ and $p$ respectively, such as cosine similarity [13]. For each product $p'' \in COMP^p$ a complementarity degree, denoted as $com(p'',p)$, can be calculated, which refers to the degree to which a complementary product $p''$ complements a product $p$ in user transactions, that is $com(p'',p): P \times P \to [0,1]$. Complementary products and their respective complementarity degree can be extracted using Apriori algorithm [14] for itemsets of two.

Product bundling is considered as initiating when a user $U$ inquires information for a product $p^{pr} \in P$, termed ‘primary’ product, in an interaction between the user and the system. Such a user-system interaction for a particular product $p_1^{pr} \in P$ is defined as the time between the initial user information request about product $p_1^{pr}$ and a subsequent user information request about a different product $p_2^{pr} \in P$, or a user disconnection from the system. A product bundle $B$ is then defined as a pair $(p', CP)$ comprising a substitute product $p' \in P$ and a set of complementary products $CP = \{p'' | p'' \in P\}$.

For any individual product included in a product bundle the product correlation index $cor$ can be calculated, which is a function calculating the degree to which a user $U$ is expected to prefer a product $p$ included in the bundle. The product correlation index is calculated according to the following formula:

$$cor(p) = \frac{\text{support}(p)}{\max \{\text{support}(p) | \forall p \in P\}}$$ (1)
where, \( \text{support}(p) \) is a function calculating the number of user navigations containing product \( p \in B \), that is \( \text{support}: P \to \mathbb{N} \), and \( \max(\text{support}(p) \forall p \in P) \) is the maximum number of user navigations in which user \( U \) inquired information about a product \( p \in P \). A user navigation \( \text{NAV} \) is defined as a pair \( \langle ID, BS \rangle \), where ID is a unique identifier representing a specific user session, that is the period from user login to user logout, and \( BS = \{ p \mid p \in P \} \) is a set of products for which the user inquired information in that session.

For each product bundle \( B \) the bundle \( \text{affinity} \) can further be calculated, which is a function calculating the degree to which user \( U \) is expected to prefer product bundle \( B \). That is \( \text{affinity}: B \to [0, 1] \), and is calculated according to the following formula:

\[
\text{affinity}(B) = \text{compatibility}(B) \frac{\max(\text{cor}(p) \forall p \in B)}{q}
\]

(2)

where, \( \text{compatibility}(B) \) is function calculating the number of user navigations containing all individual products included in product bundle \( B \), and \( q \) is the total number of user navigations of user \( U \).

Finally, the suitability of bundle \( B \) for user \( U \) can be estimated according to the following formula:

\[
\text{fitness}(B) = \alpha \cdot \text{sim}(p', p^\text{pr}) + \beta \cdot \frac{\sum_{p^\text{pr} \in CP} \text{com}(p', p^\text{pr})}{|CP|} + \gamma \cdot \text{affinity}(B)
\]

(3)

where, \( p^\text{pr} \) is the primary product for which user \( U \) inquired information, \( \alpha, \beta \) and \( \gamma \) are parameters in the range of \([0, 1]\), with \( \alpha + \beta + \gamma = 1 \), representing the degree of influence of each individual factor in the bundle’s fitness, \(|CP|\) is the total number of products included in \( CP \) and \( \text{fitness}(B) \in [0, 1] \). The higher the value of the fitness, the more suitable the bundle is for user \( U \). Given the above formalization, the problem is to find product bundles that maximise the fitness for a given primary product \( p^\text{pr} \).

3. Ant Colony Optimization for Dynamic Product Bundling

3.1. Ant Colony Optimization

The Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) algorithm was originally introduced in [10] for the solution of hard combinatorial optimization problems. ACO is a probabilistic technique for solving computational problems which can be reduced to finding good paths through graphs without always guaranteeing convergence to a globally optimal solution. ACO was inspired by the foraging behavior of real ants. When searching for food, ants initially explore the area surrounding their nest in a random manner. When an ant finds food it returns to its nest depositing pheromone on the trail. Other ants which come across such a trail will follow the trail in search for food instead of wandering randomly. Eventually, all the ants in search for food will take the shortest path [15].

3.2. ACO-Inspired Dynamic Product Bundling

Taking inspiration from the ACO algorithm described above, it is assumed that products in \( P \) construct a weighted graph \( G = (P, E) \), with \( n \) nodes and \( m \) edges. Each product \( p \in P \) represents a node in the graph and each edge \( e \langle i, j \rangle \in E \) between two products \( p_i \) and \( p_j \) \((p_i, p_j \in P, i, j \in \mathbb{N})\) represents a link reflecting a complementarity relation among the respective products. The weight \( w_{ij} \) of an edge \( e \langle i, j \rangle \in E \) represents the complementarity degree between the respective products, that is \( w_{ij} = \text{com}(p_j, p_i) \). If the complementarity degree between two products in \( P \) is below a certain threshold \( th \in [0,1] \), then no edge is considered to link the respective products. Products with which a product \( p_i \) is directly linked in graph \( G \) are considered its neighborhood \( N(p_i) = \{ p_j \mid p_j \in P, \exists e \langle i, j \rangle \in E \} \).

Product bundling initiates when a user \( U \) inquires information about a product \( p \in P \), which is subsequently considered as the primary product \( p^\text{pr} \) for this particular user-system interaction. According
to primary product $p^{pr}$, the set of substitute products of $p^{pr}$, $SUB^{pr}$, is the set of products that are considered as initiating nodes for the ants. To build bundles, a number of $k$ ants initiate from each substitute product node $p' \in SUB^{pr}$ on graph $G$. Each ant is able to travel the graph along the edges connecting the products in $P$, in search for the most suitable complementary products to form a bundle with, depositing pheromone on each edge traversed. Finally, from the $k$ bundles generated for each substitute product in $SUB^{pr}$, a number of $S \in \mathbb{N}$ bundles with the highest fitness are presented to the user who performs the final bundle selection.

3.2.1. Bundle generation

Considering node $p_i \in P$, each ant calculates the probability to move towards each neighboring node $p_j \in N(p_i)$ ($i, j \in \mathbb{N}, i \neq j$) according to the following formula:

$$prob_{ij} = \frac{\tau_{ij}(t)^{\delta}w_{ij}^{\lambda}}{\sum_{\forall p_l \in N(p_i)} \tau_{ij}(t)^{\delta}w_{il}^{\lambda}}$$

(4)

where, $\tau_{ij}(t)$ is the amount of pheromone on edge $e(i,j)$ on the current iteration $t$, $w_{ij}$ is the weight of edge $e(i,j)$, and $\delta, \lambda \in \mathbb{N}$ are parameters representing the degree of importance of pheromone and complementarity degree in product selection respectively. For each substitute product all edges initially have $\tau_{ij}(t) = 1$. The greater the amount of pheromone $\tau_{ij}(t)$ and the higher the weight $w_{ij}$ on edge $e(i,j)$, the higher the probability that node $p_j$ will be selected as next node. Finally, the ant will select to move towards one of the neighboring nodes by sampling from a discrete distribution formed by the probabilities of all neighboring nodes.

When an ant moves towards a selected neighboring node $p_j \in N(p_i)$, a candidate bundle is formed including the substitute product $p_i \in SUB^{pr}$ from which the ant initiated the search and complementary products from the nodes visited so far. For the selected node $p_j$ the ant calculates the fitness of the candidate bundle according to (3). If the fitness of the candidate bundle is higher, then product $p_j$ is included in the bundle, that is $B = (p', CP \cup p_j)$, else $p_j$ is not included in the bundle, that is $B = (p', CP)$. The fitness of a bundle containing only the substitute product, that is $CP = \emptyset$, is defined to be equal to 0. In both cases an ant from node $p_j$ selects the next node from $N(p_j)$ considering the probabilities calculated according to (4). Each ant’s travel through the graph is terminated either when the number of nodes visited exceeds the maximum TTL (time to live), or when there are no neighboring nodes to visit, that is $N(p_j) = \emptyset$.

3.2.2. Pheromone update

When an ant exceeds its TTL or the neighboring set of the current node is empty, it terminates its search and returns back to the initiating node depositing pheromone on each edge traversed. Inspired by [16] where the amount of pheromone deposited on each edge depends on the length of the path, the amount of pheromone deposited on edge $e(i,j) \in E$ by an ant, denoted as $\Delta \tau_{ij}$, is calculated according to formula (5):

$$\Delta \tau_{ij} = \begin{cases} \frac{Q}{|CP|} & \text{if ant } k \text{ has traversed edge } e_{ij} \text{ and } |CP| \neq 0 \\ 0 & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}$$

(5)

where, $|CP|$ is the number of complementary products included in the bundle and $Q \in \mathbb{N}$ is a constant.

Finally, when an ant completes its search, the total amount of pheromone $\tau_{ij}(t + 1)$ on each edge $e(i,j) \in E$ is updated according to formula (6):

$$\tau_{ij}(t + 1) = (1 - \rho)\tau_{ij}(t) + \Delta \tau_{ij}$$

(6)
where, $\tau_{ij}(t + 1)$ represents the amount of pheromone on edge $e(i, j)$ on the next iteration $t + 1$ and $\rho \in [0, 1]$ is a constant representing the pheromone evaporation coefficient used to avoid convergence in locally optimal solutions.

3.3. ACO for Dynamic Bundle Generation Algorithm

Based on the above model, a simple algorithm for dynamically generating personalized product bundles is described below. The algorithm takes as input product information and user navigation history and produces as output a personalized list of product bundles.

For each substitute product the following steps are executed:

1) For all $p_i \in SUB^{pr}$ do
   a) For all $k$ ants do
      i. $currentnode \leftarrow p_i$
      ii. $CP \leftarrow \emptyset$
      iii. $B \leftarrow (p_i, CP)$
      iv. $fitness(B) \leftarrow 0$
      v. While $hop < TTL$ and $N(currentnode) \neq \emptyset$
         1. For all $p_j \in N(currentnode)$ do
            a. Calculate $prob_{ij}$ according to (4)
         2. Set as $currentnode$ the node selected according to $prob_{ij}$
      3. $candidate\_bundle \leftarrow (p_i, CP \cup currentnode)$
      4. If $fitness(candidate\_bundle) > fitness(B)$ then
         a. $B \leftarrow candidate\_bundle$
      vi. Update pheromone according to (6)
2) Present $S$ higher ranked bundles

4. Exemplar Application Scenario and Discussion

In an exemplar scenario, a number of 6 products are assumed to be stored in a central database and, considering pairwise complementarity relationships extracted from product transaction history, they form a graph as presented in Fig. 1. Considering a user $U$, whose navigation history is presented in Table 1, inquiring information about product $p_1 = "sofa 1"$ the bundling process begins with product $p_1 = "sofa 1"$ representing the primary product $p_i^{pr}$ for this interaction; therefore bundles will be generated according to product $p_1^{pr} = "sofa 1"$. The substitute product set is $SUB^{pr} = \{p_1, p_4\}$, with $sim(p_1, p_1^{pr}) = 1$ and $sim(p_4, p_1^{pr}) = 0.61$. For demonstration purposes, the parameters considered are set as follows: $TTL = 2$, $\alpha = 0.3$, $\beta = 0.3$, $\gamma = 0.4$, $\delta = 1$, $\lambda = 1$, $Q = 0.3$ and $\rho = 0.1$. Initially, all edges have $\tau_{ij}(t) = 1$.

![Fig. 1. Product graph with pairwise complementarity degree.](image)

Ants travel through the graph using as initiating nodes the products included in the substitution set, that is $SUB^{pr} = \{p_1, p_4\}$. Considering an ant initiating its travel from node $p_1^{pr} = "sofa 1"$, the probabilities for each neighbouring node in $N(p_1^{pr}) = \{p_2, p_3, p_6\}$ are calculated according to (4). Specifically, for node
Accordingly, the computation of equation (4) yields the probabilities for nodes \( p_3 \) and \( p_6 \), which are \( \text{prob}_{13} = 0.38 \) and \( \text{prob}_{16} = 0.19 \) respectively. Therefore, considering the distribution defined by the probabilities calculated, node \( p_2 \) is selected as next node towards which the ant travels. Considering node \( p_2 \), the affinity of the candidate bundle \( B = (p_1, CP = \{p_2\}) \) is calculated according to (2) as follows:

\[
\text{affinity}(B) = \frac{\max(\text{cor}(p_1); \text{cor}(p_2))}{q} = \frac{\max(1; 1)}{4} = \frac{1}{4} = 0.5
\]

Subsequently, the fitness of candidate bundle \( B \) is calculated according to (3) as follows:

\[
\text{fitness}(B) = 0.3 \text{sim}(p_1, p_1) + 0.3 \frac{\text{com}(p_2, p_1)}{1} + 0.4 \text{affinity}(B) = 0.3 \cdot 1 + 0.3 \cdot 0.7 + 0.4 \cdot 0.5 = 0.71
\]

Since bundle \( B \) before adding \( p_2 \) as a complementary product had an empty complementary product set, that is \( CP = \emptyset \), its fitness was equal to 0; therefore, product \( p_2 \) is added to the bundle as it increases its fitness.

### Table 1. User Navigation History with Product Support and Correlation Index

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAVIGATION ID</th>
<th>PRODUCT ( p_i )</th>
<th>( p_1 )</th>
<th>( p_2 )</th>
<th>( p_3 )</th>
<th>( p_4 )</th>
<th>( p_5 )</th>
<th>( p_6 )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>support(( p_i ))</td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cor(( p_i ))</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1/3</td>
<td>2/3</td>
<td>2/3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From node \( p_2 \) and hop count equal to 1 ant \( k = 1 \), following the same process as before, calculates the probabilities for each neighboring node \( N(p_2) = \{p_4, p_5\} \) according to (4). The computation of equation (4) yields the probabilities for nodes \( p_4 \) and \( p_5 \), which are \( \text{prob}_{24} = 0.33 \) and \( \text{prob}_{25} = 0.67 \) respectively. Therefore, considering the distribution defined by the probabilities calculated, node \( p_5 \) is selected as next node towards which the ant travels. Considering node \( p_5 \), the affinity and the fitness of the candidate bundle \( B = (p_1, CP \cup p_5 = \{p_2, p_5\}) \) are calculated according to (2) and (3) respectively. The computation of equation (2) yields the affinity equal to 0.25 while equation (3) yields the fitness equal to 0.43. Since adding product \( p_5 \) to the bundle lowers the fitness of the bundle, product \( p_5 \) is discarded and the final bundle is \( B = (p_1, CP = \{p_2\}) \).

In node \( p_5 \) and hop count equal to 2, ant has reached its TTL; therefore, it updates the pheromone of each edge traversed. The amount of pheromone deposited on each edge according to (5) is

\[
\Delta \tau_{ij} = \frac{Q}{|CP|} = \frac{0.3}{1} = 0.3
\]

Since the ant traversed edges \( e(1, 2) \) and \( e(2, 5) \), the total amount of pheromone for \( e(1, 2) \) is calculated according to (6) as follows:

\[
\tau_{12}(t + 1) = (1 - 0.1) \tau_{12}(t) + \Delta \tau_{12} = 0.9 \cdot 1 + 0.3 = 1.2
\]
Accordingly, the computation of equation (6) yields $\tau_{25}(t + 1) = 1.2$ for edge $e(2, 5)$. All ants for each substitute product in $SUB^{Pr}$ will sequentially follow the aforementioned process to generate a list of proposed bundles from which a number of bundles with the highest fitness will be presented to the user.

Up to our level of knowledge, this is the first approach in the literature comprising both an effective approximation method and a computation mechanism with the aim to consider user preferences when dynamically generating product bundles. A significant advantage of applying such bio-inspired approximation methods is that they are able to handle the inherent problem complexity by using a set of relatively simple rules. Therefore, when the number of products increases or product availability changes dynamically, the proposed approach is expected to outperform other centralized approaches in the literature.

5. Conclusion

In this paper a bio-inspired approach for the dynamic generation of personalized product bundles in enterprise networks is proposed based on the Ant Colony Optimization algorithm. Future plans include an extensive evaluation of the proposed approach in terms of performance and scalability by comparing the results with other approaches. In addition, as bundling in this paper is based only on product information stored in a central repository, our future work will address additional research issues arising when considering obtaining product information directly from partner distributed repositories, including semantic compatibility of product representations and performance of distributed product searches.
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